GameChange offers a mounting solution for the high performing and efficient Solar Frontier CIS module. Solar Frontier CIS modules are held in between each pair of purlins in portrait configuration. This configuration can be installed on the Genius Tracker™, MaxSpan™ Pile Driven, and Pour-in-Place™ Ballasted Ground Systems.

The GameChange Solar Frontier CIS module configuration helps improve energy production by increasing the module density compared to the competition.

### GENIUS TRACKER™ SYSTEM 
2 UP CONFIGURATION

Optimized hat shape to support modules. 

Direct mounting via customized module mounting holes provides reliable attachment method pre-approved by module manufacturer.

### MAXSPAN™ PILE DRIVEN SYSTEM  
4 UP CONFIGURATION  
5 & 6 UP AVAILABLE

Purlins are used in between modules to minimize quantity required. 

Modules are in portrait orientation to maximize performance and simplify stringing.

### POUR-IN-PLACE™ BALLASTED GROUND  
4 UP CONFIGURATION  
5 & 6 UP AVAILABLE
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We Offer Every System For Your Every Need

GameChange Solar is driven by its mission to repower the planet with clean solar energy. We do our part by driving fixed tilt racking and tracker equipment costs lower. With over 3.2GW sold, GameChange systems combine fast install, bankable quality and unbeatable value through superior engineering, innovative design and high volume manufacturing.

Bankable Quality Value Pricing Over 3.2 GW Sold

Capital Intro™

GameChange Solar works with IPP’s, Private Equity Firms, utilities and other entities looking to invest in and own projects. We introduce them to developers, EPCs and others who are looking to build projects. This enables more projects to be financed and built, furthering our mission to repower the planet with cleaner energy.

GameChange Solar’s Capital Intro™ program currently has over $3 billion in available capital. The program is primarily in concert with seven leading funding sources, two of which are large utility backed power generation companies and the other five of which are leading IPPs.

Please reach out to your business development representative at GameChange for more information on this program.
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